Satisfy your designer instincts with Old Brick Originals™ Thin Brick™, the easy-to-apply brick veneer that installs anywhere. Old Brick Originals™ is real, kiln-fired brick that is cut thin, creating flat and corner pieces that are as easy to install as tile.

Homeowners and professionals choose General Shale Brick's Thin Brick when quality and style are top priorities. You can change the mood of any room with Old Brick Originals™. It's time to say goodbye to the plain, white wall, and transform it with General Shale Brick's Thin Brick...

For interiors or exteriors, Thin Is In. The possibilities are endless.
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Real Kiln-Fired Clay Brick

Thin Brick is “in” because Thin Brick is real, kiln-fired brick, cut thin for ease of installation and design flexibility.

Thin Brick does not require any special structural support.

For more information including our INSTALLATION GUIDE, go to www.generalshale.com.

You can now have brick in almost any part of your home... Interior Walls, Kitchen, Hallways, Wine Cellar... Anywhere... Even on the Ceiling! Thin Brick is perfect for Exterior Renovations too!

These photo samples are intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.